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Donald Wyman, 20, Ryan Fisk, 19, Travis Johnston, 18, and Blake VanNest, 18 (The Smoking Gun)

NEW YORK (CBS) Four ruthless young men promised a 14-year-old boy they would stop picking on him if he let
them tattoo his buttocks with an image of a penis and the words "poop d**k" -- and then they proceeded to do exactly
that, say police.
According to The Smoking Gun, a New Hampshire boy was enticed to a Concord home on May 10, where three
Concord High School students and one former student warned the teen that he'd be getting the tattoo "whether he
liked it or not," said investigators.
Investigators said the boy asked what would happen if he tried to flee and the bullies told him they'd catch him and
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beat him up, reported the website.
The victim, a ninth grader, has been "frequenly targeted for ridicule by upper classmen," investigators said, according
to The Smoking Gun. They said the victim suffers from "learning disabilities and self-esteem issues."
Police have arrested the four suspects, Donald Wyman, 20, Ryan Fisk, 19, Travis Johnston, 18, and Blake VanNest,
18. A fifth attacker, who is 15, is also expected to be charged.
The alleged bullies are charged with numerous crimes, including assault, endangering the welfare of a minor, criminal
threatening, and tattooing without a license, says the website.
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by cestridge November 23, 2010 3:20 PM EST

They should line these bullies up, shoot them with pellet guns and tattoo "idiot" on their forehead.
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Family
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BOOK 'EM
by angelintraining May 25, 2010 8:21 AM EDT

they had a clip of the mother of one of the boys on the early show. she seems to think that it was ok for the
boys to do what they did. they didn't mean to be horrible. they just thought it was funny.
what is wrong with the woman? was she one of those b*s in high school who bullied anyone she could? is this
genetic?
Reply to this comment
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by maccount May 25, 2010 1:26 PM EDT

You're right, what's wrong with this woman??? Maybe she can have those same boys do it to her, I'm
sure she'll like it!!! But a 9-year old boy, come on now! You know what, go afer these boy's parents
and get them where it hurts, their precious time and their money - take them to court as well and
charge them for what their sons are doing, the lets see if this mother thinks THAT'S OK!!!

Find us on Facebook
by maccount May 25, 2010 1:35 PM EDT
Login

CBS News

Sorry, did I say 9 year-old-boy, I meant 14 year-old boy, but regardless, you just don't do this kind of
stuff to anyone - and again, I question the parents in all of this - they have to know their own sons!!!
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by Shticky May 24, 2010 5:17 PM EDT

I hope all four of those morons get "poop d***ed" in prison!
Reply to this comment
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fitting punishment, but that should not happen to anybody..

by barbaram99 May 24, 2010 4:24 PM EDT

What I can not understand is the able bodied picking on a sp needs person..I am a sp needs person..To answer
a poster..I write my own words,,True alot of ye have better command of the word than i..I realise I can't spell
that well..
I have seem years ago whites picking on a black child..The bus driver hitting the child in the belly..I was
appalled and floored,,In was in thespring of 70. I was pissed..I am white and legally blind..I heard the n word
from the lips of my senior foster mother..I had no idea what it meant..I asked the child to sit with me..He was 10.
So the boys started with me..I was called the n word..I told them to shut up..Then on the boy sat with me..He
did not see me in the fall as I was moved to a different foster home..I was 10 when I stated school for the first
time..In sp ed..There was a boy in class that messed himself the made each classmate kick him..I would not..I
was more appalled with the adults who knew right from wrong and showed me they were no different than the
the bullys..I member the boys came first in school things.I did have a large reader for 1 day..A boy whined over
it..He said I want the same reader Barbara use,,The nextday the sp books were gone and replaced with reg
print useless print..I was barred from abring tools that would have helpped,..I am grateful for a person that
cared to help me get a computer so we can share and make a differce..I am childless..We need as a people we
can ask why..It goes deeper..We as a people have stopped caring about one other..What those teens did is
wrong..Who is the blame..Their caregivers..We will send them to prisom..They will not learn a thing from
it..There are people that don't care about themselves..Why bullys..We have been bullied..Some sp needs
persons can't push back..The abled bodid knows this..A big kid picking on a younger one etc..Some blame the
tech items..Some come from poor homes..There are young children that boss their care givers around..Little
boys more so..I seen a little girl throw herself to the floor while her Mum just watched..A chind yelling at the top
of the lungs..WhenI was small I was put in one place as they knew I could not walk..I was a safe one..We have
young people loss..They are bored..There is little for them..They turn to crime as they know it better than the
streets,,We have more homeless..It cost more to live today..It was better when I was young..I was not allowed
to watch TV. America needs to take care of us here at home first..I was told this be a great nation when I was
young..America is too busy..The kids have no future and hopeless..How must we deal with bullys,gangs,well
there are answers to it..It takes money and teaching them ..All they have to look forward to is military, the
streets prison..
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Bullys are all ages..Women taught that babies are the answer..I heard girls that can't wait to breed..What can
they give that future child,I don't just think of myself when I write here.
Reply to this comment

by koko98-2009 May 24, 2010 3:37 PM EDT

I'm sure the fellows at Riker's Island can't wait to work on these boys behinds.
Reply to this comment

by love2ridend May 24, 2010 1:53 PM EDT

Just 4 losers that will never amount to anything.
Reply to this comment

by wlhoppers May 24, 2010 1:17 PM EDT

NO PLEA BARGAINS for this despicable crime. These four should be thrown in prison with the pedophiles...I
wonder how much they'll like bullying then?
But, the investigators say the 9th grader "has frequently been targeted for ridicule by upper classemen." Which
means school authorities, and very likely, the boy's parents, knew this harrassment was going on. Why are they
not being held accountable? The school, at least, is partially responsible for allowing this youngster to be
tormented. Justice for everyone please.
Reply to this comment

by vielmann May 24, 2010 11:15 AM EDT

What they did was tantamount to rape. The same idea of power over the victim. As far as I'm concerned it was
definitely sexual assault, and not just mere bullying.
Reply to this comment

by VBnews May 24, 2010 8:44 AM EDT

kill the idiots, what a waste of human life. They will obviously never amount to anything positive in life
Reply to this comment

by RangerHawk001 May 24, 2010 12:38 AM EDT

Hopefully they will continue the tattoo trade, in prison.
Reply to this comment
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